Studies in knockout mice reveal that anti-chlamydial protection requires TH1 cells producing IFN-gamma: is this true for humans?
Chlamydia trachomatis is one of the major causes of infertility and preventable blindness in the world. The organism is of particular interest from an immunological point of view because it is one of the few obligate intracellular bacterial pathogens. There is some evidence that repeated infections in humans stimulate protective immunity. However, until recently, it was unclear which components of the adaptive immune system give rise to protection. Studies in gene knockout mice reported here and elsewhere now give a coherent and cogent picture of the importance of the Th1 response, in particular IFN-gamma, for the localization and eradication of C. trachomatis genital tract infection. The key questions still to be addressed are the identity of the IFN-gamma responsive cells and whether the mouse is truly representative of host protection against chlamydiae in humans.